
Product Description： 

Diamond smooth cutting gang saw segment is used for cutting stone in mines, cutting the
blocks smoothly into large stone slabs of the same thickness, which is convenient for later
processing and transportation.

Boreway's professionally developed gang saw blades improve work efficiency and have won
unanimous praise from customers.

Our main products are: marble gang saw blades, diamond drill bits, diamond grinding wheels,
litchi face tools and other stone tools.
 
In order to assist in the cutting of stone blades, water is used as an abrasive medium to help
cooling down the blade instead of steel bits.

Feature: 

1. Cheap price diamond gang segment,high-quality raw materials, made of diamond and
metal powder, effectively enhance the sharpness and lasting durability.

2. Using professional formula, exquisite craftsmanship and high-quality raw materials, the
product has a wide range of application, long service life, and ultra-high price comparison.

3. Gang saw segment for cutting block,optimized matrix formula, using high-performance
gold powder and high-quality diamond, the perfect combination of matrix and diamond,
improve product life and cutting speed.

4. Adopt brand-new automation equipment and advanced hot pressing technology to ensure
the close integration of the saw blade head and the substrate, effectively improve the
sharpness, sharpness and durability coexist, and use more safely. 

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Diamond Smooth Cutting Gang Saw Segment:

Segment Size Production
Method   

Application  

20x5.5/4.9x8mm Sintered Granite/Marble/
Limestone/Other Stone

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show 



Diamond Smooth Cutting Gang Saw Segment For Stone Marble Block

Application: 

Gang saw segment for frame gang saw machine.

Gang segment for marble,granite,other stone slab.

This type of gangsaw(frame-saw) is normally used for marble and concrete cutting, which is
popular in developed countries and the area  abound with marble.

As the gangs saws blades cut through the blocks of stone, the gang saw that is used may not
cut into a straight path because of its abrasive action causes vibration to the gang saw.



FAQ

1. How to guarantee the quality of the product?

The company’s products have standards, safety guarantees to control product quality,
responsible for product quality for our customers, Established for more than ten years, as a
professional and experienced diamond manufacturer, Boreway insists on providing our
customers with the highest quality diamond tools .

2. Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond
tools.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some



of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge!

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com
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